OATAO is an open access repository that collects the work of Toulouse researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. This is an author-deposited version published in: http://oatao.univ-toulouse.fr/ Eprints ID: 15759 The present work details the occurrence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a centrifugal compressor operating near stall. The analysis is based on unsteady three-dimensional simulations performed on a calculation domain covering the full annulus for the impeller and the vaned diffuser. A detailed investigation of the flow structure is presented, together with its evolution consequent to the mass flow reduction. It is demonstrated that this reduction leads to an enlargement of the low-momentum flow region initially induced by the combination of the secondary and leakage flows. When the compressor operates near stall, the shear layer at the interface between the main flow and this low-momentum flow becomes unstable and induces a periodic vortex shedding. The frequency of such an unsteady phenomenon is not correlated with the blade-passing frequency. Its signature is thus easily isolated from the deterministic rotor/stator interaction. Its detection requires full-annulus simulations with an accurate resolution in time and space, which explains why it has never been previously observed in centrifugal compressors.
Introduction
Centrifugal compressor stages used in the aeronautical industry have to simultaneously produce a high pressure ratio and high efficiency while minimizing the size of the element. In such applications, the trend has been toward the design of high-speed impellers and vaned diffusers, which ensures a high static pressure recovery. During the design procedure, extending the operating range constitutes also a major challenge. In axial configurations, at low mass flow rate, the stable operating range of a compressor system is limited by the occurrence of instabilities known as rotating stall and surge [1] . Such unstable phenomena induce a considerable drop of performance in terms of pressure ratio, efficiency, and mass flow.
It may also lead to serious mechanical failures. Consequently, a safety margin (surge margin) is usually imposed to prevent the compressor operation from these situations. This causes the operating range reduction as much as the surge margin is important.
Many works can be found in the literature aiming at enlarging the stable operating range. This can be achieved, for example, by the use of flow control strategies as presented in the study of Skoch [2] . The reduction of the surge margin as much as possible is also an option to extend the allowed operating range. However, before considering a possible reduction of the surge margin or the design of efficient flow control strategies, it is required to achieve a good comprehension of mechanisms that develop prior the stall onset.
In axial configurations, the experimental work of Camp and Day [3] shows two different flow patterns leading to the stall inception process. The first one concerns the growth of a small amplitude disturbance with a long length scale (modal stall), while the second one concerns the growth of a higher amplitude disturbance but with a smaller length scale (several blade passages) 1 Corresponding author. Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute (IGTI) of ASME for publication in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received December 4, 2015 ; final manuscript received December 15, 2015 ; published online February 17, 2016 . Editor: Kenneth C. Hall. termed spike. More recently, another family of aerodynamic instability has been observed while the compressor is still running in a stable mode. It is described as a part-span stall with a fluctuation of the number of cells. This phenomenon is known as rotating instability (RI) and has been studied in axial configurations (see, for example, Refs. [4] [5] [6] ).
Considering centrifugal configurations, works on the topic can be segregated in two categories, depending on the application addressed. Works dealing with transonic compressors reaching a high pressure ratio (above 4) and associated with a vaned diffuser [7, 8] and works dealing with low pressure ratio compressors (lower than 2) using vaneless diffuser [9, 10] . For transonic configurations, there is evidence that stall precursors occur in the vaneless space or in the diffuser entry region at least at the nominal rotation speed. In axial configurations, spike and modal perturbations have also been observed by Spakovszky and Roduner [11] . For low pressure ratio configurations, rotating stall is reported at the inlet of the rotor [12] or in the vaneless diffuser [9] . The present contribution concerns an intermediate configuration using a vaned diffuser but reaching a 2.5 pressure ratio at the design operating point.
The majority of the works above mentioned aims at studying the stall inception process principally with experimental procedures. The description of the flow is thus partial as it is only based on steady pressure measurements. There is therefore a clear lack of knowledge considering unsteady mechanisms which may develop at low mass flow rate while the compressor is still running in a stable mode. Based on massively parallel computations, the present work focuses on a numerical detailed analysis of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurring at the impeller inlet when the compressor operates near stall. The works demonstrate that the mass flow reduction leads to an accumulation of lowmomentum flow near the leading edge of the splitter blade, close to the shroud. This low-momentum flow interacts with the main flow through a shear layer to form the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Despite the presence of this local flow instability, the compressor is still stable as no evolution toward stall and/or surge has been observed. Such unsteady phenomenon is observed for the first time in a centrifugal configuration as it requires a whole annulus computational (360 deg) associated to an accurate spatial and temporal discretization.
Following this introduction, the test case is described, together with the numerical procedure. Then, the mechanisms inducing the low-momentum flow region are presented through time-averaged flow analysis. Afterward, the development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is detailed, thanks to unsteady data set postprocessing. Finally, a technique is proposed to detect such an unsteady phenomenon in an experimental procedure as a perspective to stall detection.
Test Case Description
The test case is a centrifugal compressor stage, part of an airconditioning system designed by the Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS, Toulouse, France.
The stage is composed of a backswept splittered unshrouded impeller and a radial vaned diffuser. The flow is collected in a volute in the industrial environment. The design specification is based on a stage static-to-total pressure ratio of 2.5 with a design rotation speed of 38,000 rpm. The impeller contains eight main blades and eight splitter blades with a backsweep angle of 32 deg. The impeller exit radius is around 100 mm. The impeller tip gap represents 0.5% of the section height at the inlet and 3% at the exit. The vaned diffuser consists of 21 wedge-type blades. Figure 1 presents a three-dimensional view of the centrifugal compressor stage.
3 Numerical Procedure 3.1 Mesh Parameters. The calculation domain contains all the impeller and diffuser channels over 360 deg. Even though the distortion induced by the volute tongue may have an impact at near stall condition, the volute is not modeled for cost issues. The impeller and the diffuser structured mesh grids were generated with Autogrid V5 using classical H, O, and C topologies. The parameters to generate the mesh are derived from a previous study performed for the same compressor [13] in order to ensure gridconverged results. The size of the first cell is set to 3 lm corresponding to an averaged-normalized wall distance y þ below 1 at the walls. The impeller main blade passage grid and splitter blade passage grid consist of 89 points in the spanwise direction including 29 points in the gap region, 92 points in the pitchwise direction, and 161 points in the streamwise direction. The diffuser blade passage contains 57 points in the spanwise direction, 119 points in the pitchwise direction, and 141 points in the streamwise direction. The impeller blade passage and the diffuser blade passage include, respectively, 2:6 Â 10 6 and 1:7 Â 10 6 grid points. The single passage is repeated to obtain the full annulus, and the calculation domain reaches a total of approximately 60 Â 10 6 points. [14] . It uses a cellcentered approach on multiblock structured grids. The governing equations are the unsteady compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations based on the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Turbulence is modeled according to the Reynolds decomposition, and the equations are closed using the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [15] . The convective fluxes are computed with a centered second-order scheme with artificial dissipation of Jameson type, and the diffusive fluxes with a second-order centered scheme. Time integration uses the second-order dual time stepping method proposed by Jameson [16] . The time-marching in the inner loop is performed with an implicit scheme composed of the backward Euler scheme and a scalar lower-upper symmetric successive over-relaxation method as proposed by Yoon and Jameson [17] . The number of physical time steps to discretize a complete rotation is set to 1680, corresponding to 210 time steps per impeller main blade-passing period (the impeller has eight main blades). This temporal resolution is adequate for a satisfying description of the impeller-diffuser interactions, according to what is usually reported in the literature [18] . For each physical time step, subiterations are performed in the inner loop until a reduction of 2 orders of magnitude is reached for the residuals. This condition is generally achieved in less than ten subiterations. At least 12 impeller rotations are needed to reach the periodic state, which corresponds to approximately 20,000 physical time steps. Calculations are running on 512 computing cores and require approximately 200,000 CPU hours for a single operating point.
Boundary Conditions.
Considering the inlet boundary conditions, the total pressure, the total temperature, and the flow angles (axial flow) are prescribed. When the operating point moves toward the surge line, the slope of the stage pressure ratio characteristic may reach zero or even positive values. Therefore, a static pressure exit condition is no more robust because two solutions may be obtained (different mass flow rates) for a same outlet pressure. Therefore, the outlet is modeled using a throttle condition, coupled with a simplified radial equilibrium law. The outlet static pressure p out is set by the relation
where p i0 is the inlet total pressure, _ mðnÞ is the mass flow rate at iteration n through the exit section, and K is the throttle parameter. The simulated operating point can move from choke to the surge by simply increasing the value of the throttle parameter. The rotor-stator interface is treated with a sliding mesh method [19] . At the blade, hub, and shroud walls, no-slip adiabatic conditions are prescribed.
Validation of the Numerical Model
Three operating points have been simulated with the numerical model above mentioned. They are referenced as OP1, OP2, and NS. OP1 represents the best efficiency operating point, while NS is localized near the experimental surge line. The operating point OP2 is located near the maximum pressure ratio. Figure 3 depicts the total-to-static pressure ratio defined as p ¼ p 4 =p i1 as a function of the corrected mass flow from both the numerical simulations and measurements, for the design speedline. The corrected mass flow is defined as
The experimental curve comes from previous work [20] . The experimental value of p 4 corresponds to the mean value of three static pressure probes located on the hub surface at diffuser exit radius. The static pressure from the numerical results is extracted using the same approach. Concerning the global indicators, the three computed operating points are in good agreement with the experimental data in terms of global performances. The validation of the numerical model can be assessed at this level of description.
Formation of the Shear Layer
The first step necessary for the understanding of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is to analyze the mechanism responsible for the formation of the low-momentum flow zone. To do so, the evolution of the flow structure induced by the mass flow reduction is presented through time-averaged flow quantities. The period of the time-averaging operation equals that of a full impeller rotation. The mass flow reduction consequent to the displacement along the speed-line (from OP1 to NS) leads to some severe modifications of the flow pattern in the inducer part of the impeller. Theses modifications come from the natural increase of the incidence angle. It is a consequence of the composition of the velocities while decreasing the mass flow at constant rotational speed. The operating point displacement from OP1 to NS results in an increase of the incidence angle from 4 deg to 12 deg. This variation of incidence initiates the separation of the boundary layer, which occurs on the impeller blade suction side all over the span. To illustrate this separation, Fig. 4 represents the line integral convolution of the skin friction pattern on the impeller blade suction side for the operating point OP1 and NS. Only 70% of the streamwise coordinate are illustrated.
For the operating point OP1, the friction lines are in a general trend toward the axial direction, in the first section of the inducer (after the leading edge) and move toward the radial direction when the streamwise coordinate increases. The meridional curvature is one of the multiple sources of secondary flow found in the centrifugal impeller [21] . It induces a flow migration from hub to shroud (positive radial migration) of the low-momentum flow confined in the impeller blade boundary layer. Therefore, it can be noticed that the friction lines do not follow the shroud and hub This mechanism occurring at low mass flow rate, which associates the boundary layer separation and the radial migration, provokes a significant enlargement of the wake of the usual jet-wake structure observed in the centrifugal impeller. In unshrouded impellers, the jet-wake structure is generally formed by the association of the main flow and of the tip leakage and secondary flows. Presently, at OP1 operating point, the jet-wake structure development begins after the leading edge of the splitter blade (high meridional curvature part). This means that in the inducer part, the low-momentum flow is mainly a consequence of the leakage flow effect. But for the NS operating point, the migration toward the shroud of the low-momentum fluid concentrated in the separated region interacts with the leakage flow. It is transported and stretched all over the circumferential direction near the shroud. This mechanism is presented in Fig. 5 . As a consequence, for the operating point NS, the low-momentum fluid concentrates near the shroud in the impeller inducer.
The alteration of the jet-wake structure is illustrated in Fig. 6 . It represents the normalized time-averaged meridional velocity in section B localized 2 mm after the leading edge of the splitter blade (Fig. 2) for both operating points OP1 and NS. The velocity is normalized by V m0 , which represents the averaged value at the inlet of the numerical domain. At the operating point OP1, the right channel is mostly composed of the main flow, while in the left channel the leakage flow effects generate a low-momentum fluid zone near the shroud. The mass flow reduction does not significantly affect the right channel. However, in the left channel, a large region of low-momentum flow is noticeable near the shroud for the NS operating point. Again, this accumulation of lowmomentum flow is the consequence of the separation occurring on the impeller blade suction side and of the radial flow migration.
The main flow and the low-momentum flow are also represented in Fig. 7 . It shows again the normalized time-averaged meridional velocity at 90% span in the impeller inducer. At this specific spanwise position, the trace of the leakage flow presents a strong development, in response to the displacement of the operating point from OP1 to NS. Initially confined in the left channel (channel defined by the suction side of the main blade and the pressure side of the splitter blade), it expands to the point of a partial contamination of the right channel (channel defined by the suction side of the splitter blade and the pressure side of the main blade). In addition to the spatial expansion, a large decrease of This accumulation of low-momentum flow has some consequences on the vorticity field. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 , which represents the time-averaged magnitude of the vorticity vector at 90% span in the impeller. It clearly shows that for the operating point NS, the interface between the main flow and the low-momentum flow is associated with an increase of the magnitude of the vorticity. The thickness of the shear layer is denoted 2d 0 and will be used in Sec. 6. The boundaries of the shear layer zone are defined by vorticity values equal to 10% of the maximum value.
Investigation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
This section focuses on the development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, thanks to the postprocessing of the unsteady data set.
Unsteady Flow
Pattern. The analysis of the unsteady flow field in one channel reveals that the shear layer at the interface between the main flow and the low-momentum flow region (defined in Sec. 5) is significantly unsteady. This unsteadiness originates from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which induces a vortex shedding phenomenon, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . It represents the instantaneous meridional velocity with a superposition of the instantaneous streamlines at 90% span in the impeller inlet, for four different time steps. The formation and the displacement of the vortices can be observed. The mechanism can be described as follows:
-At t ¼ 0T (T represents the period of the vortex shedding), a low-momentum flow region is visible near the suction side of the impeller blade (black circle), due to the boundary layer separation. The relative velocity inside this zone reaches zero. As mentioned before, the flow from the separation migrates toward the shroud and is transported by the leakage flow. The viscous interaction with the main flow finally generates a vortex (referenced vortex A) in the lowmomentum flow region. This instant is referenced as t ¼ 0 and represents the beginning of the vortex development; -From t ¼ 0T to t ¼ 0:62T, the vortex A expands and is convected by the main flow. At t ¼ 0:62T, the low-momentum flow region previously mentioned (black circle) is no Fig. 7 Contours of time-averaged reduced meridional velocity at 90% span for OP1 and NS operating points Fig. 8 Contours of time-averaged magnitude vorticity at 90% span for OP1 and NS operating points longer observed near the leading edge. This lowmomentum fluid has been driven downstream by the vortex core; -At t ¼ 0:92T, a low-momentum flow region appears again (black circle) while the vortex A is still noticeable and reaches the leading edge of the splitter blade; -At t ¼ 1T, the low-momentum flow region (black circle) has reached the critical size. The intensity of the velocity gradients in the shear layer is such that a new vortex is forming.
Approximately six vortices are shed during one impeller rotation. A three-dimensional view of the vortex structure is presented in Fig. 10 . It shows an isosurface of k 2 vortex criteria [22] (golden), an isosurface of positive axial velocity (blue) representing the main flow, and an isosurface of negative axial velocity (red) representing the low-momentum flow. To obtain the k 2 values, the velocity gradient tensor J is decomposed into its symmetric part S and antisymmetric part X. Then, the second eigenvalues of J 2 þ X 2 are determined and referenced as k 2 . It can be observed that the vortex is localized at the interface between the two flow structures. This unsteady mechanism is similar to the type of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability that develops at the interface between two fluids with different velocities.
6.2 Spectral Analysis. In a general way, for operating points far enough from the surge line, the major source of unsteadiness is expected to come from the interaction between the impeller and the vaned diffuser. In the present analysis, unsteady postprocessing is performed with the discrete Fourier transform applied to static pressure signals. The data are extracted from eight numerical probes (the impeller has eight main blades) positioned at shroud, at the impeller inlet (see Fig. 2 ). More precisely, the probes are localized at midway between the leading edge of the main blade and the splitter blade. The position of the probes relative to the blades is therefore identical for each channel. The extraction is performed in the rotating frame. It means that 
effects (not presented here). At operating point NS, the spectral content is much more complex due to the presence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. New frequencies emerge, decorrelated from the blade-passing frequency (Fig. 11) . The frequency is reduced by the impeller rotational frequency f R that is equal to x R =2p. In the rotating frame, the emergence of the fundamental frequency consequent to the potential effects of the 21 vanes of the diffuser could be expected. Indeed, a peak located at the reduced frequency f Ã ¼ 21 is visible in the spectra, even if the extraction of the data is performed in the inlet part of the impeller. The upstream propagation of the potential effect is actually possible, thanks to the subsonic regime of the flow inside the compressor. Other peaks are present, such as the one observed near f Ã ¼ 6. This unsteadiness is induced by the vortex shedding phenomenon. It is detected with the same properties (frequency and amplitude) by all the eight numerical probes. It is thus similar in intensity in the eight main blade channels of the impeller. The second harmonic of this unsteady phenomenon, close to f Ã ¼ 12, is also noticeable in the frequency spectra. Also, the interaction of the frequency f Ã ¼ 6 and the blade-passing frequency f Ã ¼ 21 induces two more peaks located at f Ã ¼ 21 À 6 and f Ã ¼ 21 þ 6. The fact that the vortex shedding phenomenon resulting from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs in all the blade passages of the impeller is not surprising. Indeed, the origin of this mechanism comes from the separation on the impeller blade suction side induced by the increase of the incidence. The high incidence values affect equally all the impeller blades. Consequently, the amplitude of the peak at f Ã ¼ 6 observed in the spectra is similar for each channel of the impeller. However, the phase of this unsteadiness changes from one channel to another, as shown in Fig. 12 , where the phase part of the discrete Fourier transform is represented for this specific frequency. The figure shows that the vortex shedding phenomenon in the opposite channels (1 and 5, 2 and 6…) is in phase. This specificity is illustrated in Fig. 13 representing the static pressure at 90% span for five channels. The position of the vortices can be tracked by the presence of rounded zones with low static pressure values (circles). In channels 1 and 5, the position of the vortex is nearly identical. Then, it exists a spatial periodicity of four channels. It can therefore be concluded that the modal nature of this vortex shedding phenomenon is a two-lobe mode. As all the impeller blades are similar, such a distribution may be linked to spatial modes resulting from the interaction between the impeller and the vaned diffuser. However, beside the presence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, it has to be reminded that the compressor is still running in a stable mode.
6.3 Kelvin-Helmholtz Interpretation. A theoretical representation of a velocity profile leading to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is presented in Fig. 14. The thickness of the shear layer is denoted 2d 0 . The linear stability of a temporally evolving shear layer [23] predicts that the most unstable perturbation, known as Kelvin-Helmholtz mode, has a longitudinal wave-number a equal to
which corresponds to a wavelength of
It can be measured by the distance between two consecutive vortices when the shear layer has rolled-up to form Kelvin-Helmholtz billows. In the compressor test case, the thickness of the time-averaged shear layer (2d 0 ) has been measured and is approximately equal to 2:8 mm. The theoretical distance between the center of two vortices is thus predicted and equal to k x ¼ 19:8 mm. The distance extracted from the simulation data is k x ¼ 17:66 mm, which is in acceptable agreement with the theory.
Toward the Detection of the Instability
For this compressor, the unsteadiness generated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability could be used as an indication of approaching the surge line. The present part evaluates the possibilities to detect such an unsteady phenomenon. The static pressure signals used to build the frequency spectra, previously discussed (Fig. 11) , are extracted in the rotating frame. There is no equivalent experimental procedure to provide this data. Indeed, the pressure sensors are generally flush mounted at the shroud, and the extraction is in the fixed frame. It is thus interesting to check if the signature of such an unsteady phenomenon is still present. To do so, the static pressure is extracted with a numerical probe at the same location but in the fixed frame. Figure 15 represents the frequency spectra of this static pressure signal for the two operating points. No clear differences are observed between the two operating points. The peaks in amplitude are localized on the impeller blade-passing frequencies f Ã ¼ n Á N R ¼ n Á 8. Therefore, the detection of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability with sensors in the fixed frame appears difficult at a first sight.
In fact, another step in the data processing is necessary to reveal the signature of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. It mainly consists of the filtering of the mean pattern of the blade passage from the instantaneous signal. First of all, the original static pressure signal p(t) is phase-averaged, based on the blade-passing period. This gives the averaged evolution of the pressure during one impeller blade passage. This sample is denoted as pðtÞ R . It is then duplicated to cover the full length of the signal p(t). A fluctuation of the static pressure defined as g pðtÞ ¼ pðtÞ À pðtÞ R is thus calculated. Finally, a discrete Fourier transform is applied on the signal g pðtÞ. This processing method is applied for the operating points OP1 and NS, and the results are presented in Fig. 16 . For the operating point OP1, the frequency spectrum does not show any peaks of amplitude. The flow is strictly periodic with the blade-passing frequency. Therefore, the result of the phaseaveraged operation is similar to the instantaneous pattern over one period of the impeller blade passage. All the fluctuating contributions have been filtered. For the operating point NS, the flow is no more strictly periodic with the blade-passing frequency, because of the presence of the vortices and their phase-lag between the channels. Therefore, the signal g pðtÞ is the fluctuation of the static pressure around the mean pattern of a blade passage. This fluctuation is significant, and its spectral characterization shows peaks of amplitude near f Ã ¼ n Á N R ¼ n Á 8. It is thus possible to detect this vortex shedding phenomenon with the data collected by a static pressure sensor in the fixed frame. The effective detection of this precursor still needs to be demonstrated in an experimental environment. However, it is a promising approach for the indication of the proximity of the stability limit.
Additional Comments
The unsteady phenomenon presented in this paper is different than the usual rotating stall. Indeed, the unsteadiness is not coming from a rotating boundary layer separation. Also, the reason for the unsteadiness is local (the Kelvin-Helmholtz local instability), and the constant phase shift between the channels is just due to cyclic periodicity (not the rotation of a phenomenon from one channel to the other). However, this phenomenon may be a precursor to a rotating stall. It is also different than rotating instabilities, as discussed for instance in Ref [4] . Indeed, in Ref [4] , RI is characterized by a nonpermanent behavior in time (quoting: "fluctuating number of cells"), which is not the case here as the phenomenon is permanent in time (frequency and modal content do not evolve).
Conclusion
Unsteady numerical simulations comprising the full annulus of the impeller and the vaned diffuser have been performed in a centrifugal compressor stage. The main objectives were to present a new unsteady mechanism occurring at near stall condition while the compressor is still running in a stable mode. The detailed analysis has revealed that the mass flow reduction leads to an accumulation of low-momentum fluid near the leading edge of the splitter blade close to the shroud. The interface between the lowmomentum flow and the main flow forms an intense shear layer zone. At near stall condition, the intensity of the velocity gradient in the shear layer is such that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops and leads to a periodic vortex formation. The dataprocessing of the time-dependent static pressure signals shows that the characteristic frequency of this unsteady phenomenon compares favorably with the linear theory of a temporal shear layer. Finally, a methodology has been developed in order to export the possible detection of this phenomenon to the experimental environment and thus of the surge onset in centrifugal compressor.
